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"An exciting story about what really matters, Saving Mr. Terupt is warm,
wise, and packed with hope."--JOAN BAUER, Newbery Honor Winner

The kids and their favorite teacher from Because of Mr. Terupt and Mr.
Terupt Falls Again return for a third book in the funny, warmhearted series
for fans of Wonder.

Seventh grade was going to be awesome. The only thing missing was Mr. Terupt.

The kids from Mr. Terupt’s fifth- and sixth-grade classes are entering their first
year of junior high school. There’s a lot to be excited about, but there are new
challenges, too. Peter and Jeffrey face tough competition on their wrestling
team. Alexia has a disastrous first day of school, and that’s only the beginning.
Anna is desperate for Charlie to propose to her mother—what is he waiting for?!
Danielle isn’t feeling so well, but she's trying to tough it out, like Grandma.
Trouble with a bully makes Luke dread going to school for the first time ever.
And Jessica is waiting anxiously for an acceptance to a theater retreat in New
York City.
     Everyone is missing Mr. Terupt. When a fight threatens to break up the group
forever, they think their favorite teacher is the only one who can help them. But
the kids soon find out that it’s Mr. Terupt who needs saving.
 
This novel includes extra content in the back of the book. Readers will find a
Junior High Survival Guide with tips from the old gang!
 
"Buyea has a knack for making his character’s voices distinct. This offering will
resonate with tween audiences seeking realistic stories with multifaceted
characters. Fans of the “Terupt” novels will cheer as the Snow Hill crowd enters
seventh grade, though this latest volume will also appeal to newcomers to the
series."--School Library Journal

"This third in the series [is] as easy for new readers to pick up as it is for
returning fans. A warmly gracious invitation to a convincing middle school
world."--Kirkus Reviews 

"The individual personalities and abilities of Buyea’s characters emerge
through their narratives as they tell about their interests and feelings, including
moves from friendships to budding romantic relationships. Danielle’s
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narrative includes a scientific explanation of diabetes type one and her
courageous attitude in learning how to manage her health. This is an engaging
read with broad appeal.--VOYA, Recommended

From the Hardcover edition.
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"An exciting story about what really matters, Saving Mr. Terupt is warm, wise, and packed with
hope."--JOAN BAUER, Newbery Honor Winner

The kids and their favorite teacher from Because of Mr. Terupt and Mr. Terupt Falls Again return for a
third book in the funny, warmhearted series for fans of Wonder.

Seventh grade was going to be awesome. The only thing missing was Mr. Terupt.

The kids from Mr. Terupt’s fifth- and sixth-grade classes are entering their first year of junior high school.
There’s a lot to be excited about, but there are new challenges, too. Peter and Jeffrey face tough competition
on their wrestling team. Alexia has a disastrous first day of school, and that’s only the beginning. Anna is
desperate for Charlie to propose to her mother—what is he waiting for?! Danielle isn’t feeling so well, but
she's trying to tough it out, like Grandma. Trouble with a bully makes Luke dread going to school for the
first time ever. And Jessica is waiting anxiously for an acceptance to a theater retreat in New York City.
     Everyone is missing Mr. Terupt. When a fight threatens to break up the group forever, they think their
favorite teacher is the only one who can help them. But the kids soon find out that it’s Mr. Terupt who needs
saving.
 
This novel includes extra content in the back of the book. Readers will find a Junior High Survival Guide
with tips from the old gang!
 
"Buyea has a knack for making his character’s voices distinct. This offering will resonate with tween
audiences seeking realistic stories with multifaceted characters. Fans of the “Terupt” novels will cheer as
the Snow Hill crowd enters seventh grade, though this latest volume will also appeal to newcomers to the
series."--School Library Journal

"This third in the series [is] as easy for new readers to pick up as it is for returning fans. A warmly
gracious invitation to a convincing middle school world."--Kirkus Reviews 

"The individual personalities and abilities of Buyea’s characters emerge through their narratives as they
tell about their interests and feelings, including moves from friendships to budding romantic
relationships. Danielle’s narrative includes a scientific explanation of diabetes type one and her courageous
attitude in learning how to manage her health. This is an engaging read with broad appeal.--VOYA,
Recommended

From the Hardcover edition.
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Gr 4–7—The Terupt gang is back in the third installment of Buyea's memorable classroom drama series. On
the eve of their entry into junior high, the students from Snow Hill School are gearing up for a new year
without their beloved teacher. After brainstorming a way to work on a collaborative project in Mr. Terupt's
current classroom, the group is able to spend quality time with one another as well as with "Teach."
However, tensions flare for some of the friends after a harmless game of Spin the Bottle goes awry. Despite
the threat to their friendship, unforeseen circumstances bring the kids back together when they discover that
Mr. Terupt needs their help. As the group navigate the ups and downs of team sports, family illness, town
budgets, and young love, they begin to realize that the only constant through life's storms is the bond of
friendship. Buyea has a knack for making his character's voices distinct. This offering will resonate with
tween audiences seeking realistic stories with multifaceted characters. VERDICT Fans of the "Terupt"
novels (Random) will cheer as the Snow Hill crowd enters seventh grade, though this latest volume will also
appeal to newcomers to the series.—Claire Moore, Darien Library, CT

Review
Praise for the first two Mr. Terupt books

Because of Mr. Terupt

An NPR Backseat Book Club Selection
An E. B. White Read-Aloud Honor Book
An Arizona Grand Canyon Reader Award Winner
An Indiana Young Hoosier Book Award Winner
A Minnesota Maud Hart Lovelace Award Winner
A Connecticut Nutmeg Book Award Winner
A Nebraska Golden Sower Book Award Winner
An Iowa Children’s Choice Book Award Winner
A Massachusetts Children’s Book Award Winner
Nominated for 17 State Book Awards

“Even the accident toward which this novel is inevitably headed is no accident; it is as masterfully set up and
skillfully concealed as the rest of this riveting story.” —JOHN IRVING

*“The characters are authentic and the short chapters are skillfully arranged to keep readers moving
headlong toward the satisfying conclusion.” —School Library Journal, Starred

“This powerful and emotional story is likely to spur discussion.” —Publishers Weekly

“No one is perfect in this feel-good story, but everyone benefits, including sentimentally inclined readers.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“Compelling. . . . Readers will find much to ponder on the power of forgiveness.” —Booklist
 
Mr. Terupt Falls Again
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“A surprising and totally satisfying sequel. The voices ring true.” —JOHN IRVING

“This sequel can be read on its own. Moving and real.” —Kirkus Reviews

“A skillful meshing of characters and story lines makes for another great read.” —School Library Journal

About the Author

Rob Buyea taught third- and fourth-graders in Bethany, Connecticut, for six years before moving to
Massachusetts, where he taught high school biology and coached wrestling for seven years at Northfield
Mount Hermon. Saving Mr. Terupt is the companion novel to Because of Mr. Terupt and Mr. Terupt Falls
Again. Currently, Rob is a full-time writer and lives in North Andover, Massachusetts, with his wife and
three daughters. 
 

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Marlene Turner:

The ability that you get from Saving Mr. Terupt could be the more deep you searching the information that
hide inside words the more you get serious about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to
comprehend but Saving Mr. Terupt giving you buzz feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their point
in specific way that can be understood by simply anyone who read this because the author of this guide is
well-known enough. This particular book also makes your own vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to
understand then can go to you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for having this
particular Saving Mr. Terupt instantly.

Bruce Jones:

Beside that Saving Mr. Terupt in your phone, it might give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or
info. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh from oven so don't be worry if
you feel like an old people live in narrow town. It is good thing to have Saving Mr. Terupt because this book
offers to your account readable information. Do you oftentimes have book but you rarely get what it's about.
Oh come on, that will not happen if you have this in your hand. The Enjoyable agreement here cannot be
questionable, such as treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss the item? Find this book
in addition to read it from at this point!

Randy Johnson:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you might have it
in e-book approach, more simple and reachable. This specific Saving Mr. Terupt can give you a lot of pals
because by you taking a look at this one book you have thing that they don't and make you actually more like
an interesting person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This e-book offer you
information that probably your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than some other make you to be great
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folks. So , why hesitate? Let's have Saving Mr. Terupt.

Juanita Stoneman:

As we know that book is important thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a book we can know
everything you want. A book is a group of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every year was
exactly added. This publication Saving Mr. Terupt was filled regarding science. Spend your free time to add
your knowledge about your science competence. Some people has different feel when they reading some sort
of book. If you know how big benefit of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a book. In the modern era
like currently, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.
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